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FYP Showcase – Bachelor of Computer Science
The BCS Final year Project's Showcase Highlights Semester 1 2021/2022

By Dr. Rawad Abdelkhaleq Abdulmolla Abdulghafor
DCS FYP Coordinator

It gives me great pleasure to highlight the main events of the FYP 1 and FYP 2 Showcase.

Showcase

day

is

an

auspicious

event.

It

was

a

big

challenge

to

organize

and

execute

this

event

which

I

coordinated for the first time, especially since the presentation was online.

My first concern was for this showcase event to run smoothly and without any problems or glitches. I wanted to
ensure that every aspect was planned in detail, and that our students’ work and contribution was perfect and to the
highest possible standard.

Indeed, the showcase planning process was completed successfully and without any delays and errors. However, I
cannot claim that the success of the Showcase and the absence of any mistake is due to my role as the
coordinator; the showcase event was a success because of the help and contribution of all those who participated
in this event, whether as examiners or as FYP students. All of them pitched in, did their part, and got the job done.
Among them are my colleagues and fellow lecturers in the Department of Computer Science. They took their work
very seriously indeed. Also, kudos to our talented and dedicated FYP students who followed and implemented all
the directions they were given correctly, without delay and with great cheer.

As the coordinator my effort was blessed with I a great team of examiners and FYP students. Had it not been for
their cooperation and their enthusiasm, I would not have succeeded in carrying out this task successfully.
MS Teams was used as a tool for FYP Showcase.

We had our premiere FYP 1 on 14th February 2022. Our team consisted of 32 students and 11 examiners who
appeared in five separate rooms via MS Teams. The participants entered at the same time at 10.00 o’clock in the
morning, without any sign of tire or delay. The first event day went smoothly and was definitely a success, for all
involved and all those watching online.

However, I was already quite worried about the showcase of FYP 2 on the second day because it involved 22
examiners and 63 students appearing in eight different rooms via MS Teams. All 85 participants had to enter at the
same time at 10 o’clock in the morning on 15th February. During this kind of online live events, many things can
happen, and we were ready to deal with them. For example, someone might leave the assigned room by mistake, or
someone might be unable to enter it, another one might be late or would not know which room he/she was
supposed to be in... All these potential problems and hick-ups were expected, and we were ready to deal with
them when they happened. It was a big challenge to facilitate 85 online participants that appeared simultaneously
in eight different rooms. And it all went smoothly.

Therefore, I would like to give thanks for the genuine spirit of cooperation and mutual support coming from my
colleagues and all my wonderful FYP students: without your support this event would not have been crowned with
success and gone so smoothly.

We have great supervisors in the department in different research areas, who executed their assigned duties
supervising the event with joy and with pride. We saw their high level of commitment in the outcome of the event
where all FYP students presented their work and answered all the examiners’ questions. As I moved from room to
room, I heard the echoes of their voices presenting their work confidently and with great efficiency.

Our department has the right to be proud of our students, not only in front of the university’s other departments but
also, and even more so, in front the other universities. We could show ourselves as much as them that we have
capable students who can produce competitive projects in the markets and industry.
Finally, I would like to thank all the members of KICT for the beautiful cooperation between them and working as
one team.
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FYP Showcase – Bachelor of Information Technology
The BIT Final Year Project’s Showcases Highlights Semester 1 2021/2022

By Dr. Ahmad Fatzilah Misman
DIS FYP Coordinator

The BIT’s Final Year Project (FYP) of semester 1 main event is over. Showcasing INFO4993 and INFO4994 back-toback in two consecutive days, the BIT’s FYP showcase has gone through almost 20 years since the year the Kulliyyah
(Faculty) of Information and Communication Technology, IIUM (KICT) started. For this year 2021/2022 semester 1,
both events happened on the 14th and the 15th of February respectively. The events showcased the final year
student’s IT skills in building and presenting application and multimedia software which often have been implicated
to prove for independent effort-based learning. It provides a platform needed to prove that the KICT graduands
can walk what they talked about the university’s BIT program. Unfortunately, since the COVID19 pandemic hit in the
year 2020, the event has not been as grand as how it used to be but a scaled down event which remotely
organized via teleconferencing on Google meet only.

From the INFO 4993 (FYP 1) showcase, as many as 48 final year students either individually or in pair delivered 33
projects in total. INFO4993 focuses on training their ability on doing and documenting project from research,
proposal, feasibility study, model design and finally create prototype with the designed model. The progress
achievement would then be demonstrated at the showcase. The number represents two categories whereby 9
projects did multimedia software, and 24 others did application software. Every individual and group hence
demonstrated their showcase parallelly within a total of 8 sessions, before a panel of 2 experts who selected
among the KICT academia for assessment. The showcase ultimately selected Sadaqa Quest for the most potential
project of INFO 4993 with the highest score in the rank of the top 7 most potential projects. It was developed by
female team developers: Tengku Nur Izzah Atirah Tengku Mahamud and Siti Nur Afiqah Mat Hassan who won the
FYP1 showcase. Sadaqa Quest demonstrated a designed prototype that envisioned a web application that gathers
virtual management place for community from both ends of natural calamities including pandemic diseases. On
one

hand

the

affected

people

while

on

the

other

are

volunteers,

helpers,

donators

as

well

as

the

relevant

authorities. This portal is muti-platform friendly, focuses on coordinating the efforts between the affected group
with the communities who want to help. For example, they utilize this portal service to advocate, promote their
donation and events, and share information on complementary items, goods and also foods supply hence the
affected people who in need can connect to. Evidently no one from multimedia category managed to score up to
be with most potential list however since none scored beyond the qualifying 70% mark. The worst 3 projects failed
to pass based on incompletion. The INFO4993 project chart list shows the winners of the FYP1 Sem 1 2021/22
showcase.
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The INFO 4994 (FYP2) showcase staged 49 projects in the final. There were 70 contenders taking part in both
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showcase.Literally INFO4994 continues the training through the latter stages of the traditional method for software
engineering. FYP2 focuses on completing the feasibility prototype design of FYP1 into completion, performing user
assessment test and finally showcase the final product before judges. The judges are selected accordingly with the
same procedure as with FYP1 showcase. The supervisor responsibilities are to monitor and to measure the delivery
of the project progresses and the quality of the software delivered by their students. Unlike the FYP1 showcase,
however, the FYP2 projects are awarded with plated theme awards namely Gold for the best project, Silver for the
runner up and Bronze for the third best awards for both categories from multimedia and application/system
software. Only projects score beyond 70% score are entitled for the best selection consideration. Therefore, the
panel of judges of FYP2 showcase of semester 1 2021,22 had granted the Gold medal award project under
application software category to Suara – A platform for voices to be heard by Mohammad Syahmi AIman bin Mohd
Syahrin. The showcase demonstrated this project in a web application service that provides a platform for anyone
to voice out their concerns and goals that contribute to the betterment of the nation. From the features proposed
for the application, it is set to become a significant application by providing a safe and secure environment for
everyone, so that they can use it with confidence, in efforts of reaching their objectives and goals. In doing so, the
application complements Goal 16 of the Sustainable Development Goals, which is to promote peaceful and
inclusive societies for sustainable development. At the same time the judges also announced a verdict namely
Recycleology-E Learning Web Application Based on The Knowledge Recycle

by a tag teamer Nasir Ami Dilaperuri

and Nur Laila Husman binti Muiezam who had won the gold medal award under multimedia project category. The
projects tells over E-learning web apps narrative named recycleology which will provide creative, attractive, and
interactive contents to educate about recycling. this system also aimed to notify the people to be more aware
about the environment by turning the waste to be something useful. the content provided such as how to turn the
plastic waste to be something useful, for example, from this the system also can be references for student who
learn art class to be their inspiration soon. The INFO4994 project chart list down all the medal winners of the FYP2
Sem 1 2021/22 showcase.
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